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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the equality of the endo-

morphism near-rings generated by the automorphism group and inner automor-

phism group of a nonabelian p-group G . If the automorphism group of G is

not a p-group, we find that these near-rings are different. If the automorphism

group of G is a p-group, examples are given illustrating that these near-rings

can be different and can be the same.

Suppose that G is an additive (but not necessarily abelian) group and S is a

semigroup of endomorphisms of G. Under pointwise addition and composition

of functions, the set R of all functions from G to G of the form e^i -I-h

Ens„ , where e, = ±1 and s,■ £ S, along with the zero map forms a distributively

generated left near-ring when functions are written on the right-hand side. If
S is the automorphism group of G, Aut(G), it is customary to denote this

endomorphism near-ring by A(G); if S is the inner automorphism group of G,

Inn(C7), this endomorphism near-ring is often denoted by 1(G). Of course, if

Aut(G) = Inn(G), the near-rings A(G) and 1(G) coincide, but there are many

cases where Aut(C) ^ Inn(G) and A(G) = 1(G). Instances of this occur, for
example, because A(G) = 1(G) when G is a finite nonabelian simple group (see

[1]). Other examples where A(G) and 1(G) are the same as well as examples
of where they are different can be found in Chapter 11 of [6]. In this paper,

we shall investigate the equality of A(G) and 1(G) when G is a finite /7-group

(p a prime). Related to our study, the reader should note that we always have

Aut(tr) ^ Inn(C) when G is a p-group of order more than p , because G has

an outer automorphism of order p by a theorem of Gaschiitz [3, III, 19.1].

Suppose now that G is a finite p-group. If G is abelian, it is a simple matter

to check that A(G) = 1(G) if and only if G is cyclic. Consequently, we will

restrict our attention to the case when G is nonabelian. Let us first consider

the case when Aut(Cr) is not a p-group. In this case we obtain A(G) # 1(G).

In fact, we can prove an even more general result:
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Theorem. Suppose that G is a nonabelian p-group, A is a group of automor-

phisms of G containing Inn(G), and R is the endomorphism near-ring of G

generated by A. If A is not a p-group, then R ^ 1(G).

Proof. Suppose we did have R = 1(G). On the one hand, Corollary 3.3 of [4]
tells us that 1(G) is a local near-ring. Note that we might as well assume that

A = Aut(G) n R, since A C Aut(C) n R and Aut(C) n R additively generates
R. Thus by Theorem 2.3 of [4] we conclude that A has a normal p-Sylow

subgroup P and that P has a cyclic complement K in A. Let \K\ = k .

On the other hand, let us apply the theorem of [7]. Suppose that L/H is an

/v-principal factor of G (that is, H C L are iv-ideals of G such that L/H is

a minimal iv-module) of order p" . This theorem tells us that R is not local

for an automorphism group of our form when k does not divide p' + pJ - 1

for each 0 < z, j < n — 1. Of course, if R = 1(G), then L/H is a minimal

normal subgroup of G/H and so has order p . Hence any such p' + pJ' — 1 is

1, which is certainly not divisible by k . Thus R is not local, a contradiction.

Now let us consider the case when Aut(C) is a p-group. In this case we

can give examples showing that no general conclusion can be drawn. From [5]

we see that the dihedral 2-groups furnish us with examples of /^-groups where

Aut(C) is a p-group and A(G) ^ 1(G). To obtain examples where we do have

A(G) = 1(G), we shall consider the semidihedral groups. These are groups of

order 2m with m > 3 of the form

G=(a,b\2m-Xa = 2b = 0, -b + a + b = (-1 + 2m~2)a).

We first shall obtain a description of 1(G) similar to the one obtained for the
dihedral groups in [5]. Some of the work we are about to do may be omitted if

we only wish to see that A(G) = 1(G) but will be included since this example
may be of independent interest.

The inner automorphism of G induced by an element g £ G will be denoted

[g], and [0] will be denoted as 1. Also, we shall indicate a map from G to

G by giving the respective images of general elements na and na + b of G in

a bracketed pair [ , ]. For example,

[ka] = [na ,(n-2k + k2m~2)a + b]

and

[ka + b] = [(-n + n2m~2)a, (-n + n2m~2 + 2k- k2m~2)a + b\.

Let us set

d = -l + [a] = [0, (2-2m~2)a]   and   a = 1+ [b] = [n2m~2a, 2na].

The reader can verify that

[ka] = -kd + 1    and   [ka + b] = kS - 1 + a,

so that we have 1(G) = (1, S, a) as additive groups.

Note that a + S = 8 + a. Also we have (a) n (S) = 0 for suppose ra = sd ,

where r and 5 are integers with 0 < r, s < 2m~2. Applying these maps to

2m~2a + b , we see that 0 = 5(2- 2m~2)a . Thus, 5 = 0 and hence (a, d) =

(a) © (S). Next, -1 + a+ 1 = -a and -1 + S + 1 = -8 , so (a, 3) is normal
in 1(G). Finally, let us verify that (1) n (a, d) = 0. Suppose that t = ra + sd ,
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where t, r, and 5 are integers with 0 < t < 2m~x and 0 < r, s < 2m~2.

Applying t and ra + s8 to b, we obtain tb = s(2 - 2m~2)a , which implies

s = 0 and 2 11. Applying t and ra to 2a + b , which has order 2 , we see that

0 = Ara, so that 2m~3 and hence 2 divides r. Now applying t and ra to

a, we have ta = 0, which forces t = 0 and hence r = 0. Thus, 7(C) is the

semidirect product of (1) and (a,S) = (a) © (S). Further, |/(G)| = 23m~5.

Let us now turn our attention to A(G). In order to describe the elements

of Aut(C7), first note that an element of the form ja + b has order 2 if ;'

is even and order 4 if j is odd. Thus (a) is a characteristic subgroup of

G, and the image of a under an element of Aut(t7) must have the form ia,

where (i, 2m~x) = 1. Also the image of b under an element of Aut(G) must

have the form ja + b, where ; is even. Conversely, it is a simple matter

to check that a mapping sending a to ia and b to ja + b for such i and

j extends to an automorphism of G. Thus Aut(C7) consists of the maps of

the form [ina, (j + in)a + b], where (/, 2m~x) = 1 and j is even. Further,
| Aut(C)| = tp(2m~x) • 2m~2 = 22m-4 .

Consider the automorphisms

o = [-na,-na + b],    fi = [5na, 5na + b],    t, = [na, (j + n)a + b],

where j is even. Since o and fi restricted to (a) generate Aut((a)) [2, Lemma

5.4.1], it follows that the automorphisms a, fi, and t, (0 < j/2 < 2m~2)

generate Aut(G). Note that t, = [(;'/2)(-l + 2m_3)a] 6 Inn(C). Let us set

^ = 1+<t = [0, (2n - n2m~2)a].

We then obtain
a = (l-2m-3)(2m-2 + ip).

Solving this equation for ip , we get \p and hence <t in 1(G). Further we have

fi = 5-2y/

so that fi £ 1(G). Thus A(G) = 1(G).
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